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In this paper, we introducethe concepts of inversely 6-semi-openandinversely 6-semi-closed
functions andobtain their charactcrizationsif it is possible in terms of 6-closure and6-intcrior
by using sets determined by thefibres of the function. Finally, we obtainits relationships with
the strongly @-continuous.
1. Introduction and preliminaries. The notion of semi-open sct in a topological space,
which is one of the generalizations of open sets, plays an important role in several of the
recent research in Gencral Topology. This notion was originally given in 1963 by Levine [5],
who demonstrated that the family of semi-openscts is closed under arbitrary unions and
the family of interiors of semi-open scts coincides with the topology of space. Semi-open
sects have been used to define and study new versions of interior, closure, separation axioms
and continuity. In particular, in 2011, Noorie and Ahuja [11] introduced and characteri-
zed the notions of inversely semi-open and inversely semi-closed functions in terms of semi
closure and semi interior by using sets determined by thefibres of the function, similar to
the inversely open and inversely closed functions given in [9]. Following this line of research,
in this paper we introducethe notions of inversely 6-semi-open and inversely 6-semi-closed
functions and establish their charactcrizations in terms of 6-closure and 6-interior [12] by usi-
ng sets determinedby thefibres of the function. In addition, several corollaries are obtained
andfinally we obtain a sufficient condition for a function to be strongly 6-continuous [6].
Throughout this paper, X and Y always mean topological spaces on which noseparation
axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. If A is a subset of X, then we denote theclosure
of A, the interior of A and complement of A by cl(A), int(A) and A®, respectively. A subset
A of X is said to be semi-open [5] if there exists an open sct U in X such that U C A C cl(U).
This is equivalent to say that A C cl(int(A)). The complement of a semi-opensct is called
a semi-closed sct. The semi-closure of A, denoted by scl(A), is defined by theintersection
of all semi-closed sects containing A. The semi-interior of A, denoted by sint(A), is defined
by the union of all semi-openscts contained in A. A point x € X is called a 6-cluster point
of A if c(U) A # @ for cach open set U containing x (sce [12]). The set of all 6-cluster
points of A is called the 6-closure of A and is denoted by 6-cl(A). A subset A of X is said
to be 6-closed if A = 6-cl(A). The complement of a 6-closed set is said to be a 6-open sct.
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Similarly, the 6-interior of a sct A in X, written 6-int(A), consists of those points x of X
such that for some open sect U containing x, cl(U) C A. It is well known that a subset A
of X is 6-open if and only if A = 6-int(A). It follows from [12] that the collection ofall
6-openscts in a topological space X forms a topology on X which is denoted by 7. Observe
that 6-cl is not the closure of A with respect to 7%. A function f: X — is called semi-
open [1] (resp. semi-closed [2], pre-semi-open [4]|) if the image of every open (resp. closed,
semi-open) subset of X is semi-open (resp. semi-closed, semi-open) in Y. Also, a function
f: X — is called irresolute [4| (resp. strongly 6-continuous |6]) if the inverse image of
every semi-open (resp. open) subset of Y is semi-open (resp. 6-open) in X, and f is said
to be a semi-homeomorphism [4] if f is bijective, irresolute and pre-semi-open. According
to [11], a function f: X — is called inversely semi-open (resp. inversely semi-closed) if
for cach subsct A of X, sint(f(A)) C f(int(A)) (resp. f(cl(A)) C sel(f(A))). Recall that for
any sects X and Y, a subset F of X will be called a saturated [8] subsct of X under a map
f: X > if for some subsct B of Y, E = f~'(B), or equivalently, if E = f~'(f(B)).
Notation 1. For any scts X and Y, Iet f: X — Y be any function and E any subsct of X.
Then we will use the following notation:
1. The fiber of an clement y € Y is denoted by f~'y and is defincd as f-'y = {x €
X: f(x) = y}.
2. fe(E)={yeY: f-tyc E}.
3. BY = f(f#(E)),
Thefollowing lemmawill be useful in the sequel.
Lemma1 ({10|). For any sets X,Y, Iet f: X — Y be any function and E beany subsct of
X. Then:
1. E*={f-ty:y€Y and f'ycE}CeE.
2. f*(B°) = [f(E)I®, f*(B) = [f(BO|© and [f*(B°)|° = f(£).
3. E is saturated if and only if E = E*.
4. f is onto if and only if f*(A) = f(A*) for cach subset A of X.
Theorem 1 ({4]). If f: X — Y is semi-homcomorphism, then f(sint(A)) = sint(f(A)), for
any subset A of X.
Theorem 2 ({4]). If f: X — Y is semi-homcomorphism, then f(scl(A)) = scl(f(A)), for
any subsct A of X.
2. Inversely 6-semi-open functions.In this section, the inversely 6-semi-open andinversely
6-semi-closed functions are characterized. Also, we give conditions under which such functi-
ons are strongly 6-continuous.
Definition 1. A function f: X — Y is called inversely 6-semi-open if for cach subset A of
X, sint(f(A)) C f(@-int(A)).
Example 1. Let X = {a,b,c}, m = {9,X, {a}, {b}, {a,b}, {bch}, m = {9,X,{a}}. A
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Every inversely 6-semi-open function is inversely semi-open. The following example shows
that an inversely semi-open function need not be inversely 6-semi-open.
Example 2. Let X = {a,b,c},= {@, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {b, ch}, 72 = {S, X, {a}, {B}, {a, bf,
{a,c}}. A function f: (X,7) + (X,72) defined by
c, if «Ab
j= {5 if 2=b
is inversely semi-open but is not inversely 6-semi-open.
In the following result, we characterize the inversely 6-semi-open functions.
Theorem 3. For any function f: X — Y, the following statements are equivalent:
1. f is inversely 6-semi-open.
2. f#(@-cl(A)) C scl(f*#(A)) for cach subset A of X.
3. If V is a semi-open subsct of Y and V C f(X), then each sct consisting of exactly one
point and so at Ieast one point from each fiber f~'y, where y € V, is 6-open in X.
4. For any subsct A of X, A is 6-open in X whenever f(A) is semi-open in Y.
5. For any subsct A of X, A is @-closed en X whenever f*(A) is semi-closed in Y.
Proof. (a)< (b) Let A be any subset of X and f be an inversely 6-secmi-open function.
Put B = A®. Thensint(f(B)) C f(@-int(B)). Taking complement and using Lemma 1, we
obtain that [f(6-int(B))|° C [sint(f(B))|© and
f#(0-c1(A)) = [f(0- el(AJIS = [f@- int(A))]© = [fF (0-int(B))]° C
C [sint(f(B))|© = [sint(f(A°))]© = sel([f(A°)]©) = sel(F#(A)).
Yonverscely, for any A C X wehave
[f(@- int(A))|© = [f(0-int([AT]))]° = [F(18 l(A)O)E = F# (@-el(AS)) C
C sel(f#(A)) = sel([f(A)]©) = [sint(f(A))]°.
Taking complement we concludethat sint(f(A)) C f(@-int(A)) and hence, f is inversely
§-semi-open.
(a)= (c) Let f be an inversely 6-semi-open function and V be any semi-open subsct of
Y such that V Cc f(X). Let S any sct consisting of exactly one point from each fiber
f-'y, y € V. It is clear that f(S) = V. Suppose that S$ is not a @-open sect in X, then
6- int(S) G S. Since S consisting of exactly one point from cach fiber f~ty, y € V, it follows
that f(@-int(S)) 4 f(S) = V. By (a), we havesint(V) = sint(f(S)) C f(6-int(S)) and as
f(@-int(S)) 4 V, then wehave sint(V) S V, which contradicts thefact that V is a semi-open
subset of Y. Therefore, S is @-open in X.
(c)=> (d) Let V = f(A) be a semi-open subset of Y. Consider thecollection, {S,},, where
each S, = f-'yN A, y € V. Since A = U{S,: y € V} and cach S, contains at least one point
from eachfiber f~'y, y € V, we concludeby (c) that A is a 6-open sct in X.
(d)= (ec) For any set A in X, let f*(A) be a semi-closed set in Y. By Lemma1, we have
f#(A) = [f(A%)© is semi-closed and so f(A) is semi-open in Y. Then by (d), A© is @-open
in X and hence, A is 6-closed in X.
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(c)=> (d) Suppose that f(A) is a semi-open sct in Y. By Lemma1, [f(A)|© = f*(A°)is
semi-closed in Y and by (c) it follows that A©is @-closed in X. Thus, A is 6-open in X.
(d)=> (a) Let A be any subset of X. Sincesint(f(A)) C f(A), thereexists a subset E of A such
that f(£) = sint(f(A)). Since f(£) is a semi-open subsct of Y, then by (d), E is a 6-open
set in X. Thus, F C 6-int(A) and f(£) Cc f(6-int(A)). Therefore, sint(f(A)) C f(6-int(A))
and so f is inversely 6-semi-open. O
Thefollowing corollary gives the necessary condition under which an inversely 6-semi-
open function is strongly 6-continuous.
Corollary 1. Let f: X — Y beinversely 6-semi-open function. Then f is strongly 6-con-
tinuous if f(X) is semi-open in Y.
Proof. Suppose that f: X — is an inversely 6-semi-open function and Iet G be any open
sct in Y. By [3, Theorem 1.9], f(f~'(G@)) = GNf(X) is a semi-opensct in Y and by Theorem
3 (d), f-'(G) is a 6-opensct in X. Thus, f is a strongly 6-continuous function. O
The following example showsthat a strongly 6-continuous injective function need not be
inversely 6-semi-open.
Example 3. Let X = {a,b,c}, | = {2,X, {a}, {b}, {a,b}, {bch}, m = {9,X, {ab}. The
function f: (X,7) — (X, 72) defined by
a, if xr=a
f(z)= 4b, if xr=c
c, if r=b
is strongly 6-continuous injective function but is not inversely 6-semi-open.
Corollary 2. Iff: X — Y is onto and inversely 6-semi-open, then f is strongly 6-continuous.
Proof. This is an immediate consequenceof Corollary 1. O
Corollary 3. Let f: X — Y be onto and inversely 6-semi-open, where each fiber in X
contains at Icast two points. Then X is 7».
Proof. Suppose that f: X — Y is an onto and inversely 6-semi-open function such that
each fiber in X contains at least two points. Then f({x}°) = Y for cach x € X and since
f({x}°) = Y is a semi-open sct in Y, by Theorem 3 (c), we have {x}© is a @-open set in
X. Thus, for cach x € X, the singleton {x} is 6-closed in X, which shows (X,79) is Ti, or
equivalently by [7, Theorem3], X is T). O
Corollary 4. Let f: X — Y be constant function f(x) = 6 for all x € X and for some
be Y. Then:
1. If f is an inversely 6-semi-open and {b} is semi-open in Y, then X has the discrete
topology.
2. If {b} is not semi-open in Y, then f is an inversely 6-semi-open.
Proof. (a) Since cachinversely 6-semi-open functionis inversely semi-open, this follows from
Corollary 2.15 of [11].
(b) If {b} is not semi-open in Y, thensint(f(A)) = sint({b}) = @ C f(@int(A)) for cach
subset A of X. Hence, f is inversely 6-semi-open. O
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Corollary 5. If f: X — Y is inversely 6-semi-open and semi-homcomorphism, then
f(sint(A)) = f(6-int(A)) for cach subset A of X.
Proof. Let A be any subset of X. Since f is inversely 6-semi-open, sint(f(A)) C f(@-int(A))
and as f is a semi-homcomorphism, then by Theorem 1, we havef(sint(A)) = sint(f(A)) C
f(6-int(A)). Now,since inclusion6-int(A) C sint(A)is alwaystrue, it follows that f(6-int(A)) C
f(sint(A)). Therefore, f(sint(A)) = f(6-int(A)). O
The following corollary shows that the image of saturated 6-closed subsets under an
inversely 6-semi-open surjections is semi-closed.
Corollary 6. Let f: X — Y inversely 6-semi-open and onto. Then for any saturated subsct
A of X, f(A) is semi-closed implies that A is @-closed in X.
Proof. Suppose that A is a saturated subset of X. By Lemmal(c), we have A = A*. Since
f is onto, then we apply Lemma1(d) and get that f(A) = f(A*) = f#(A) and as f(A) is
semi-closed, then by Theorem 3(e), it follows that A is @-closed in X. O
3. Inversely 6-semi-closed functions. In this section, we define and study the inversely
@-semi-closed functions. Also, we show that such functions are strongly 6-continuous.
Definition 2. A function f: X — Y is called inversely 6-semi-closed if for each subset A of
X, f(G-cl(A)) C sel(f(A)).
Example 4. Consider X = {a,b,c}, 7 = {9, X, {a}, {c}, {a,c}, {b, c}}, m = {@, X, {b, c}}.
Define a function f: (X,7)) + (X,72) by
. c if «Fb
= {' if «=b.
It is easy to see that f is an inversely 6-semi-closed function.
Every inversely 6-semi-closed function is inversely semi-closed. The following example
shows that an inversely semi-closed function need not be inversely 6-semi-closed.
Example 5. Let X = {a,b}, Y = {0,1}, m = {@,X,{a}} and m = {9,Y, {1}}. Define
function f: (X,71) — (Y,7) by f(a) = 1, f(b) = 0. It is easy to sce that f is inversely
semi-closed but is not inversely 6-semi-closed.
At this point, we have a question. It is possible to characterize inversely §-semi-closed
functions in the sameform as wedid a characterization of inversely 6-semi-openin Theorem3.
Theansweris not, as we can see in the following theorem.
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1. f is inversely 6-semi-closced.
sint(f*(A)) C f#(6-int(A)) for cach subsct A of X.
3. If G is a semi-closed subset ofY and G C f(X), then cachset consisting of exactly one
point and so at Icast one point from cach fiber f~!y, where y € G, is 6-closed in X.
NS
4. For any subset A of X, A is 6-closed in X whenever f(A) is semi-closed in Y.
5. For any subset A of X, A is 6-open in X whenever f*(A) is semi-openin Y.
Proof. (1). Let A be any subset of X and suppose that f is an inversely 6-semi-closed
function. Put B = A©. Then f(-cl(B)) C sel(f(B)). Taking complement and using Lemma
1, we have|scl(f(B))|© ¢ [f(6-el(B))|© and
sint(f#(A)) = sint([f(A°)]°)= [sel(f(A°))I° = [sel(f(B))I° C
C [F(@- el(B))|© [f(A el(A))]© = [f([0- int(A)])|© = f* (6- int(A)).
Yonverscly, for any A C X wehave
[sel(F(A))]© = sint([f(A)]°) = sint(f#(A°)) = f#(0-imt(A°))
C [F([A- int(AT)]O)|= [F(9- el((AT]))I° = [FG el(A))I°.
Taking complement we conclude that f(6-cl(A)) C scl(f(A)) and therefore, f is inversely
6-semi-closed.
(2). For any subset A of X, let f*(A) be a semi-open sect in Y. By Lemma1, we have
f#(A) = [f(A%]©is semi-open and so f(A) is semi-closed in Y. Then by (d), A is 6-closed
in X and so, A is 6-open in X.
Conversely, suppose that f(A) is a semi-closed in Y. By Lemma1, [f(A)]© = f*#(A°)is
semi-open in Y and by(c) it follows that A©is @-open in X. Hence, A is 6-closed in X.
(3). Let f be an inversely 6-semi-closed function and G be any semi-closed subset of Y
such that G C f(X). Let H anysct consisting of exactly one point from cach fiber f~'y,
y €G.It is clear that f(H) = G. Assumethat H is not a 6-closed set in X, then H C 6-cl(H)
but 6-cl(H) # H and so G = f(H) Cc f(6@-cl(H)) but f(@-cl(H)) 4 G. By (a), we have
f(0-cl(H)) C sel(f(H)) = scl(G) andsince f(@-cl(H)) 4 G, it follows that G C scl(G) but
scl(G) 4 G, which contradicts the fact that G' is a semi-closed subset of Y. Therefore, G' is
6-closed in X.
(4). Sce the following example. O
Example 6. In Example4, it is easy to sce that the function f is inversely 6-semi-closed
but it does not satisfies the condition (d) of Theorem 4, that is, for any subset A of X, A is
6-closed in X whenever f(A) is semi-closed in Y.
At this point is necessary to do the following comment related with thearticle [11],
specifically the results given in [11, Theorem 2.13]. The implication (a)= (d) is false, as we
show in the following example.
Example 7. Consider X = {a,b,c}, ™ = {9,X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, ch}, m = {@, X, {a}}.
Define a function f: (X,7,) > (X,7) by
. c, if afb
r= {° if r=b.
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It is easy to see that the function f is inversely semi-closed but it does not satisfies the
condition (d) of [11, Theorem 2.13] that is, for any subset A of X, A is closed in X whenever
f(A) is semi-closed in Y.
Yontinuing with thearticle [11], we have noticed that the proof of [11, Corollary 2.14] is
incorrect, because the authors used the equivalenceof [11, Theorem 2.13]. In the following
result we give an improved version of [11, Corollary 2.14], where the condition that the
function f is onto is not necessary.
Corollary 7. If f: X — Y is inversely semi-closed, then f is continuous.
Proof. Let G be any closed sct in Y. Put A = f-1(G). Since f is inverscly semi-closed,
f(cl(A)) C sel(f(A)) and so f(cl(f~'(G))) C sel(f(f-1(G))) C sel(G). Since Gis closed in
Y, it is semi-closed in Y and hence scl(G) = G. Thus, f(cl(f~'(G))) C G, which implies
that cl(f~'(G)) c f-'(G) and so cl(f~'(G)) = f-'(G). Therefore, f is continuous. O
The following corollary shows that every inversely 6-semi-closed function is strongly 6-
continuous.
Corollary 8. If f: X — Y is inversely 6-semi-closed, then f is strongly 6-continuous.
Proof. Let G be any closed set in Y . Put A = f~'(G). Since fis inversely @-semi-closed,
f(@-cl(A)) C scl(f(A)), that is f(@-cl(f~'(G))) C sel(f(f-'(G))). But sel(f(f-'(G@))) C
scl(G) = G, because Gis semi-closed in Y. Then, f(6-cl(f~'(G@))) C G and hence
6-cl(f“(G))) C f"(G).
Thus, 6-cl(f-'(G))) = f-'(G) and A = f-'(G) is @-closed in X. This shows that f is
strongly 6-continuous. O
The following example shows a function f that is strongly 6-continuous but is not
inversely 6-semi-closed.
Example 8. Consider the function f given in Example3. Then, f is strongly 6-continuous.
Now,if A = {c}, we have f(@-cl(A)) = {b,c} and scl(f(A)) = {b}. It follows that f is not
inversely 6-semi-closed.
Corollary 9. If f: X — Y is an inversely 6-semi-closed and onto function, then cach
singleton in the fiber of a semi-closed singleton of Y is 6-closed in X.
Corollary 10. If f: X — Y is inversely 6-semi-closed and semi-homcomorphism, then
f(scl(A)) = f(@-cl(A)) for any subsct A of X.
Proof. Let A be any subset of X. Since f is inversely 6-semi-closed, then f(6-cl(A))
C scl(f(A)) and as f is a semi-homeomorphism, then by Theorem 2, we have f(6-cl(A)) C
scl(f(A)) = f(scl(A)), obtaining f(@-cl(A)) C f(scl(A)). Now, since inclusion scl(A) C
6- cl(A)is always true,it follows that f(scl(A)) C f(@-cl(A)). Hence, f(scl(A)) = f(@ cl(A)).
O
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